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FOREWORD
BY THE EDITOR
2020 is said to be the year of plenty. At Armscor it is
our hope that there are plenty of opportunities that
are coming our way. Our new CEO, Advocate Mbada
is geared to take the organisation on the journey to
sustainability and stability.
We are closing the financial year 2019/20 with
achievements in our core business as well as in
our support initiatives. Acquisition has successfully
qualified and accredited the A-Darter missile; which
has been achieved in partnership with Brazil and
Denel Dynamics.
From a transportation point of view, Armscor displayed the
AB Logistics capabilities at the Futuroad Expo. Armscor
signed a MoU with the Gauteng Department of Roads
and Transport (GDORT) and launched the Advanced Bus
Driver Programme with Putco and GDORT.
The MoU is testament to government entities working
together in order to deliver programmes that will
ensure the safety of citizens. There is more to come in
terms of deliverables from this agreement.

Our Facilities continue to receive focus with the visit
from the Deputy Minister of Defence and Military
Veterans at the Technopark laboratories in Centurion.
This visit allowed the team to showcase their
capabilities to the primary client. Still at Technopark,
we congratulate Dr Nomandla Vela who has been
appointed to serve at the Scientific Advisory Board
Armscor through the Corporate Social Investment
initiatives continues to touch lives. The Robotics
programme was launched in Kimberley. This brings
the Fourth Industrial Revolution technology to 20
schools in the districts of Kimberly. Armscor together
with AAD YDP programme handed over the computer
laboratory to a school in Mamelodi. These are small
steps, however we are determined to ensure that the
learners are not left behind in this digital disruptive
era of the 4IR.
We are in our last quarter of the current financial
year. This is a very crucial time for everyone to finalise
company performance deliverables for the year, to
ensure that we achieve our targets. It is also a perfect
time for us to start planning for the next financial year.

Financially the organisation is still facing challenges
as the fiscus contracts. The reduced budget allocation
is therefore set to continue. We are thus continually
looking at cost curtailment measures to ensure the
sustainability of the organisation.

Nomonde Süssmann
Senior Manager
Corporate Communication
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FROM THE DESK OF THE CEO

WORKING TOGETHER
TO TURN CHALLENGES
INTO OPPORTUNITIESS
This is my first foreword as the newly appointed Armscor
Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Let me first express my
sincere appreciation to the Board of Directors for having
confidence in my abilities to lead Armscor. It is an honour
to be bestowed with this opportunity to serve our clients. I
am very grateful for the support I received both internally
and externally during my tenure as the Acting CEO. I
know going forward that I can count on your support to
transform and position Armscor as a centre of excellence
both nationally and internationally. Unfortunately, there
is no time to celebrate my appointment as we have work
ahead of us to be done to ensure that Armscor delivers
on its mandate. The time is now for us to fold our sleeves
and get the job done effectively and efficiently. We cannot
afford to be carried away.
The year 2020 started on a lower note as we learnt of the
resignation of the Chairperson of the Board, Ambassador
Thuthukile Skweyiya, who resigned due to health reasons.
I wish her well in her recovery journey and also thank
her for her invaluable contribution in the organisation
both as a Board Member and the Chairperson. On the
same vein, I welcome Mr Stanley Motimele who has
been appointed as the Acting Chairperson of the Board.
I have no doubt in his ability to move Armscor forward.
This is a critical time for the defence industry. We need
to realign our strategies and make tough decisions to
remain relevant in this environment.
Taking into consideration the continued decline in budget
allocations, self-sustainability is the way to go.
It becomes important that we relook at our business
model, where possible tap into new markets to diversify
our offerings. This notion of diversifying is underpinned
in our strategy “On-Time; In-Time: Towards a Sustainable
Future”. The strategy clearly indicates that we need to
focus on commercialisation and extent our services to a
wider client base. We have the potential, expertise and
capability to adapt to new environments. These are kind
of dialogues we need to have in our meetings.
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The thinking should change. Instead of individuals asking
what Armscor can do for them, they should be asking
what they can do for Armscor.
It brings me joy to announce the growing partnership
between Armscor and Gauteng Department of Roads
And Transport. Since the Gauteng MEC for Public
Transport and Roads Infrastructure visited Gerotek Test
Facilities in October 2019, a lot has been accomplished
within a short period of time. This partnership seeks to
provide solutions on how to reduce road carnages,
improve road safety and change drivers’ behaviour on
the road. The role of Armscor is to provide advanced
driver training. To date we have already trained some of
Putco drivers with more still to come. We will pursue more
partnerships of this nature in order to realise our revenue
generation objective.
Furthermore, Armscor will continue working closely with
the South African Defence Industry and the Department
of Defence to address some of the challenges facing the
industry. We believe we can work together to turn these
challenges into opportunities and thus secure the future
of the defence industry. Strategic partnerships are key for
survival in these tough economic times; hence Armscor
is raising a hand to engage in meaningful conversations.
I urge all Armscor employees to pay attention to detail
in whatever they do and operate within the parameters
of good corporate governance to ensure that Armscor
continues to render excellent service to its clients. Last year
during the Employee Engagement Session I indicated and
still reiterate, “We need to listen to one another and through
listening we can learn from one another, collaborate and
find resolutions in progressing this organisation”.
I thank you.

Adv. Solomzi Mbada
CEO of Armscor

CSI CORNER
ARMSCOR LAUNCHES
ROBOTICS PROGRAMME
BY: MONDÉ SÜSSMANN

Learners programming robots.

It is never too early to prepare the youth for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, this is the challenge many
countries are grappling with as they future-proof the next
generation for digital disruption. Armscor in partnership
with the Maths & Science Leadership Academy (MSLA)
launched a robotics programme on 26 September
2019. This programme will benefit learners from 20
high schools in the Kimberley district. MSLA is a nonprofit corporation that promotes Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics and Innovation (STEMI)
education in the Northern Cape.

The students started building the robots before they
could programme them. Their aptitude in maths and
science made it easier to code the programme that
allowed the robots to move and follow instructions. The
Lego Robotics programme is one of world renowned
education programme for schools.
Within two weeks, the learners had robots programmed
and taking instructions. These learners have the potential
to follow careers in computer engineering, computer
science, and other related fields. The programme is
being piloted at this district with a potential to expand
it to other areas.
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RIBANE LAKA SECONDARY
SCHOOL RECEIVES COMPUTER
LABORATORY
BY: MANTHWADI MOTAU
Over the years Armscor has shown keen interest in
helping learners to perform well in maths and science
subjects. The organisation continues to support
projects aimed at encouraging learners to study STEM
subjects. On 2 October 2019, Armscor supported the
Chief of South African Air Force (SAAF) to handover a
computer laboratory to Ribane Laka Secondary School
in Mamelodi as part of the AAD Youth Development
Programme.
In his speech Lt General Fabian ‘Zakes’ Msimang
encouraged learners to be disciplined and dedicated in
their school work. He quoted words of Nelson Mandela
when he said, “Education is the most powerful tool
you can use to change the world”. Furthermore, he
urged learners to make use of opportunities they have
today to improve their lives. In conclusion, he invited
learners to the AAD event to be held in September
2020.
Ribane Laka Secondary School is one of the top
schools in Gauteng that have repeatedly produced
exceptional matric results. The school has about 290
learners all doing maths and science subjects.

Lt General Fabian “Zakes” Msimang handing notebook
to Mrs Hilda Kekana, the Circuit Director from Gauteng
Department of Education.
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Mrs Martha Ngoma, Principal of Ribane Laka
Secondary School in her remarks said, “Today is a very
special day for the learners, teachers, SGB and parents
as we are appreciating good things. The school has
been receiving an excellent pass rate for the past six
years”. She mentioned that the school can rise even
more and with the kind of technology they have, they
can create success of tomorrow. One of the students
at Ribane Laka, Mr Vusimuzi Phala thanked SAAF and
the defence industries for considering their school. He
acknowledged that Ribane Laka is not the only school
that is in need and for that they appreciate everything
and promised to continue to produce good results.
Mrs Hilda Kekana, the Circuit Director from Gauteng
Department of Education mentioned that their core
function is to make sure that the learners are taught.
The circuit obtained position two in Gauteng last
year because of Ribane Laka Secondary School. She
concluded by encouraging learners to look after the
computer laboratory.

Lt General Fabian “Zakes” Msimang interacting with learners.

INDUSTRY
AIR SHOW EXCITES
AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS
BY: STEPHENS LEDWABA
After being postponed couple of times, the 2019
edition of the South African Air Force (SAAF) Museum
Air Show finally took place on 7 September. Despite
cold weather conditions, young and old aviation
enthusiasts gathered at the Swartkop Air Force Base
to witness SAAF capabilities on fleek. This was also an
opportunity for members of the public to learn more
about the military history at the SAAF museum.

Armscor has for years provided much needed support
to the show. Through Learning and Talent Development,
a career exhibition was held to create awareness
about careers and bursary opportunities available in
the industry. Shows like this affords the organisation a
chance to enhance relationship with key stakeholders,
something that is key in the strategic objectives of
Armscor.

In his opening address, Lieutenant General Fabian
‘Zakes’ Msimang: Chief of SAAF spoke about the
importance of collective efforts towards nation building.
In line with the theme “Collective Heritage”, Msimang
indicated a need for cultivating a cohesive society that
reflects the diversity and unity.

“We all have an obligation to foster social cohesion,
nation-building and economic development as
an engaged and committed citizenry. Let us stop
complaining, let us turn the litany of excuses into nationbuilding results. This is our country. This is your air force
– an air force that inspires confidence,” concluded
Msimang.

“Beyond the display of our air power and expertise, what
marks this event today, is the need to begin to embrace
our collective history with an element of sincerity and
compassion. For a very long time, the SAAF history
has been dimensional, told from the perspective of
our erstwhile predecessors. Such an approach of our
history has managed to diminish and undermine the
cold weight of oppression and humiliation that was felt
by the majority.”

Rooivalk, Gripen and Oryx formed part of the aerobatic
displays that fascinated viewers on the day. This show
laid a solid foundation towards the upcoming Africa,
Aerospace and Defence show in September 2020.

Lt Gen Fabian “Zakes” Msimang
Chief of SAAF
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ARMSCOR SHOWCASE ITS
PRODUCTS AT FUTUROAD EXPO
BY: STEPHENS LEDWABA
In its attempt to realise its revenue generation objective,
Armscor participated in the biennial Futuroad expo
held from 18 – 21 September 2019 at the Nasrec Expo
Centre, Johannesburg. The agency used this show
to promote its range of products and services, with
emphasis placed on the commercial site of Gerotek
Test Facilities and AB Logistics.
Futuroad expo is the most comprehensive business
platform for the truck, bus and commercial vehicle
body sectors in the African continent. It attracts a visitor
audience from across the sub-Saharan region making it
an ideal platform for businesses to grow their footprints.

This gave AB Logistics an opportunity to promote its
specialised skills in imports, exports and domestic
transportation of sensitive and hazardous products.
This year more than 600 exhibitors from more than
20 countries graced the show. The show has over the
years become a platform to network and introduce
new products to the market. It is organised by Messe
Frankfurt South Africa – one of the largest trade fair
organisers in the world to allow visitors to engage with
various original equipment manufacturers and source
exclusive products on the African continent.

Armscor Promotes it’s products offering at Futureroad Expo
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SUCCESSFUL A-DARTER
QUALIFICATION AND
CERTIFICATION
BY: NAPE LENTSOANE
The A-Darter development programme has successfully
completed the missile qualification and certification
of the A-Darter missile system during the month of
September 2019. The A-Darter is a 5th generation
Imaging Infrared (IIR) short range air-to-air missile
system. The completion of the formal qualification and
certification of the missile marks the conclusion of all
technical development activities under the development
programme. The development is co-funded by both
Brazil and South Africa, and contracted to South Africa’s
missile design house Denel Dynamics.
In the week of 16 – 20 September, the A-Darter 20th
Joint Technical Qualification Workgroup (JTQW) and
16th Joint Certification Board (JCB) meetings were held
at DCTA in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil, to finalise the
qualification and certification activities. The JTQW and
JCB were constituted at the inception of the programme.
The JTQW is responsible for analysis and review of all
technical work including Formal Qualification Reviews
(FQRs) and recommends to the JCB for approvals. The
JCB is the authority for approval of FQRs and design
safety related matters.
The FQRs for the A-Darter missile was successfully
concluded in August 2019 by the A-Darter development
project team (Armscor, Denel Dynamics, SAAF and
FAB (Brazilian Air Force). This followed the successful
completion of the Missile Front Section (MFS) in January
2019, which was preceded by a successful S1 flight test
campaign completed in August 2018.
The 16th JCB approved all outstanding FQRs and
recommended the issuance of the Military Type
Certificate by the certification authorities of each
country, for South African Directorate System Integrity

(DSI) and for Brazil Institute for Industrial (IFI)
Development and Coordination. The Chairperson
of the JCB, Col Araujo (Director of IFI) lauded and
expressed his gratitude to the project team for the hard
work that have been put into the project. He also reiterated the significance and importance of the project
for both Brazil and South Africa.
At a ceremony held on 26 September 2019 in Brasília
A-Darter Type Certificates were issued to Denel
Dynamics by both IFI and DSI. During the same event,
Armscor proceeded to handover the A-Darter Data
Package to the Brazilian Department of Aerospace and
Technology (DCTA).
The A-Darter missile is a modern body-lift missile with
thrust vector control for high angle of attack agility, a
thrust profiled, low launch signature motor, a multielement imaging infrared seeker with a look angle of
180º, and the digital processing based on the latest
available hardware and software. The missile may be
designated using the aircraft’s radar, helmet sight or
the missile’s very effective autonomous scan feature if
radar silence is required.
A-Darter’s advanced digital processing capability
ensures improved performance in terms of image
detection, false target rejection, electronic-countercounter-measures and guidance and control.
The achievement of the certification milestone is
significant as it places South Africa and Brazil amongst
the few countries in the world to possess 5th generation
missile capability in terms of design, development and
manufacture.
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Col Araujo (Director of IFI) welcoming the delegates to the JTQW and JCB at IFI premises.

The JTQW and JCB delegates consist of Armscor (PM and QA), FAB, and SAAF (not in uniform). Denel Dynamics (Contractor)
presented the technical work completed.

Small gifts handed to the lead project team members by the Director of IFI (Col Araujo).
Top Row (L to R): Maj Michael Monaheng (DSI), Nape Lentsoane (PM, Armscor) and Lt Col Denys Du Toit (System Engineer, DAFA).
Bottom Row (L to R): Japie Maré (System Engineer & PM, Denel Dynamics), Col Rebouças & Col Anderson (PMs, FAB) and Maj
Marco Aurelio (Chief of Station, GAC-AFS: Brazil Project Team in RSA).
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A-DARTER DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME COMPLETED
BY NAPE LENTSOANE
The final Joint Programme Management Review (PMR)
to conclude the A-Darter development programme
was held during the week of 23 – 27 September
2019 in Brasília, Brazil. The PMR followed after the
successful A-Darter Joint Technical Qualification
Workgroup (JTQW) and Joint Certification Board
(JCB) meetings the week prior. A Joint Management
Committee (JMC) meeting was also held.
The JMC is the highest decision making body
constituted for the programme and it (JMC) is the
responsibility of the South African Air Force (SAAF)
and Brazilian Air Force (FAB), whilst the PMR is the
responsibility of Armscor.
The PMR was co-chaired by Brig. Gen. Ramchuran
(Director of Air Force Acquisitions (DAFA)) and
Brig. Valter Malta (President of COPAC, Brazilian
Air Force) who opened the proceedings. Mr Nape
Lentsoane (Armscor Programme Manager) facilitated
the PMR proceedings and discussions. During the
PMR Armscor presented the high level status of
the programme followed by a more detailed Denel
Dynamics presentation. Members of the Brazilian
companies Opto Electronica and Avibras also
attended the PMR.
The final PMR is a significant milestone for the
A-Darter development programme as it signifies
successful bi-national co-operation between the two
BRICS countries (South Africa and Brazil). It also paves
way for future co-development programmes. Most
importantly it strengthens the relationship of the
two countries. It also shows that even with limited
budgets, by working together and with creativity,
a lot can be achieved. Only a handful of countries
possess development capabilities for a 5th generation
missile and most of them have bigger, if not
unlimited, budgets.

The A-Darter full-scale engineering development
started in 2006 when Brazil came on board and
contributed to the funding of the project. However,
the technological building blocks and maturation
began in 1995 with several technology projects
focused on different areas of the missile system.
The FAB deployed officers to be stationed at Denel,
while several Brazilian companies also brought some
of their employees to South Africa to participate in
the joint development. Several entities participated in
this joint effort, namely Denel Optronics (meanwhile
Hensoldt) for the Imaging Infrared (IIR) seeker,
Incomar Aerospace and Defence for flight testing,
Rheinmetall Denel Munition for the rocket motor and
warhead, the Overberg Test Range and the SAAF’s
Test Flight and Development Centre for support with
flight tests, to name a few.
The A-Darter is a 5th generation IIR short range airto-air missile system. The A-Darter thermal IIR seeker
is capable of up to 180˚ look angle and 120˚/s track
rate. The missile has high agility – 100G – provided
by body lift and thrust vector control. The rocket
motor propellant is formulated for a ‘reduced smoke’
motor, optimised to reduce the launch signature.
The A-Darter missile is equipped with an RF
proximity fuze and electronic-counter-countermeasures capabilities. The missile is equipped with
the latest digital hardware and software and the
latest digital/signal processing techniques.
During the PMR side meetings were arranged to
discuss specific matters arising, out of the proceedings,
which needed special attention. Six side meeting
were held to discuss matters around workshare, IP,
assets, obsolescence, etc. A marketing forum was also
held at COPAC offices on the last day of the formal
PMR proceedings.
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The delegates for the 22nd Joint A-Darter Development PMR at the Air Force Club in Brasília, Brazil.

Brig. Gen. Ramchuran (Director Air Force Acquisition (DAFA), South African Air Force) and Brig. Valter Malta (President of COPAC,
Brazilian Air Force) co-chairing the PMR proceedings.

Japie Maré (A-Darter System Engineer and Programme Manager) of Denel Dynamics presenting to the delegates during the PMR
Marketing Forum on 25 September 2019.
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SOUTH AFRICA HOSTS
FOURTH DEFENCE ATTACHÉS
CONFERENCE
BY: SIVIWE NZIWENI
The Bi-annual South African Defence Attachés
conference was held at the St George Hotel in Pretoria
from 14 to 18 October 2019. Under the theme, “25
years in democracy of taking forward SANDF vision
of a peaceful, stable and just world through Defence
diplomacy”. The 2019 conference was attended by
the South African Defence Attachés who are currently
deployed in about 44 countries throughout the world.
The fourth edition of the South African Defence
Attachés conference was officially opened by the
Minister of Defence and Military Veterans, Ms
Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula. The Minister indicated
that she expects more from South Africa’s Defence
diplomats, whilst at the same time acknowledging
and appreciating the many challenges they face
during the execution of their tasks in the changing
global, continental and regional environment. She
stated that the Defence Attachés play a critical and
central role in enabling correct decision making by
the South African National Defence Force (SANDF)
in its engagement with other countries. The Minister
further cautioned that Defence Attachés who are
unable to fulfil their mandate can lead to weak and
ineffective intervention by the SANDF.

In addition to creating a high-level platform for Defence
Attachés to engage with senior officials from both the
Ministry of Defence and Department of Defence, the
conference also provides an opportunity for the South
African Defence Industry (SADI) to contribute in a
constructive and meaningful way towards South Africa’s
Defence diplomacy initiatives. During the conference,
SADI is afforded an opportunity to unpack its most
recent capabilities and developments to an audience
that is tasked with the responsibility of engaging with
the world’s most senior decision makers in the defence
and security environment.
As ambassadors, Defence Attachés are key enablers
to a growing and successful SADI. Armscor maximised
this opportunity by hosting the Defence Attachés at
Gerotek Test Facilities on 18 October 2019. This golden
opportunity enabled Armscor to fully engage with the
South African Defence diplomats through a mini showand-tell that exposed them to an array of Armscor’s
R&D capabilities from Protechnik, Hazmat, Flamengro
and Armour Development. A tour of the Gerotek Test
Facilities was the climax of the demonstrations.
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ARMSCOR SIGNS
MOU WITH GAUTENG
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
BY: STEPHENS LEDWABA
Following a visit by the MEC for Public Transport and
Roads Infrastructure in Gauteng, Mr Jacob Mamabolo,
Armscor has signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Gauteng Department of Roads and
Transport. The signing took place during the Road
Safety Seminar held in Erasmia, southwest of Pretoria
from 4 – 5 November 2019.
The five-year agreement outlines areas of possible
collaboration between two parties. These areas
include but not limited to driver training academy
for taxis, mobile road worthy equipment, technology
driver assessment for license issuing, development of
curriculum for road safety at schools, developing an
app to report potholes and look at fleet management
systems.
Speaking at the seminar, Advocate Solomzi Mbada;
Acting Chief Executive Officer of Armscor expressed his
appreciation for the opportunity presented to Armscor.
“It is within our duty to contribute to initiatives that can
make improvement to our people. We believe that the
services that Armscor and Gerotek offer can make a
meaningful impact in helping the Gauteng Department
of Roads and Transport reduce road fatalities.”

This was the first seminar of its kind where industry
experts, researchers, representatives from taxi industry,
NGOs, private and public sector came together to
share ideas on how road fatalities can be curbed.
The MEC also signed a MoU with the South African
National Taxi Council (SANTACO) to promote road
safety. Technology, partnerships and driver training
were identified as key elements in making Gauteng’s
roads safer.
“Armscor will through its proven quality, research and
development, acquisition and advanced driver training
systems supported with world-class technology and
a customer orientated value system strive to address
challenges with road safety effectively and efficiently
to enable the Gauteng Department of Roads and
Transport to reduce fatalities and injuries on the road,”
concluded Mbada.
A moment of silence was observed to remember those
who lost their lives as a result of road fatalities. In his
final remarks, the MEC indicated that a similar seminar
will be held after three years to evaluate progress. He
indicated that this will evaluate the progress made on
this initiative.

Armscor Acting CEO Adv Solomzi Mbada
And HOD Mr Makhukhu Mampuru
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LAUNCH OF ADVANCED
DRIVER ACADEMY
BY: GLORY MALULEKA
Following the signing of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between Armscor and Gauteng
Department of Roads And Transport, Putco entered an
agreement with Gerotek, a division of Armscor, to train
drivers on the advanced driving programme in an effort
to improve safety and reduce road fatalities. The MEC:
Public Transport and Road Infrastructure in Gauteng,
Mr Jacob Mamabolo launched the advanced driver
academy in Limbro Park on 13 December 2019.
During the launch factors contributing to road accidents
were highlighted such lack of skills and risk taking
behaviours. The advanced driving course enables
drivers to acquire a skill of maintaining the speed and
the position of the vehicle safely and systematically
while conforming to the traffic rules.
Putco is contracted to the Department of Transport
to provide the subsidised bus services in various part
of the province, including Moloto Road. The fleet
transport roughly 290 000 passengers daily and
travels 82 million kilometres per year and this requires
diligence and precise management in the areas of
safety, security, driver behaviour, monitoring, accident
prevention, drivers support, passenger interaction and
quality of service. To increase safety standard part of the
programme include psycho-motor skills, driving under
direct instruction and supervision by qualified driving
instructors, refresher and remedial training programmes
to enhance the skill set and rehabilitation especially for
drivers who have been involved in an accident.
“Defensive driving improves the driving skills and
can prevent potential collisions that could be a result
of incorrect actions, as 85% to 90% of crashes are

a result of human error, training drivers in defensive
driving could result in drastic changes to road fatalities
statistics,” said the MEC Mamabolo.
In addition, Putco made commitment to initially train
50 drivers on an advanced driving programme at
Gerotek Test Facilities to improve driving techniques on
all road conditions. More drivers are expected to be
trained in 2020. Putco and Gerotek signed a Letter of
intent and entered into a partnership to establish an
accredited driver training academy, which will service
the post licence driver training needs of the industry
and ensure adherence to the road safety rules. A long
term collaboration with Gerotek is being explored to
utilise the strengths, expertise and experience to create
a driver training academy. The main objective is to
service the post licenced driver training needs and to
be recognised as the industry standard for training
heavy duty vehicle drivers specifically advanced driver
techniques and defensive driving.
“We believe that collaboration between Armscor, its
divisions and the Gauteng Department of Transport can
effectively address many road safety challenges. These
initiatives can create a much-needed and meaningful
job opportunities. Opportunities to participate, develop
enterprises and transform the economy. After all,
Armscor has the facilities and knowledge that can be
shared with new entrants in the market” said Prof Noel
Mkaza, Group Executive: Research and Development.
This partnership will go a long way in supporting the
efforts of the MEC Mamabolo to reduce road fatalities
while supporting enterprise development and job
creation initiatives.
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MEC Mr Jacob Mamabolo addressing the
audience during the launch.

Prof. Noel Mkaza delivering a speech during the launch.

Letter of intent signed by Armscor and Putco Management.

Putco drivers receiving Advance Driving Certificates.
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FACILITIES
DEPUTY MINISTER OF DEFENCE
VISITS TECHNO PARK
BY: STEPHENS LEDWABA
The Acting Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Armscor,
Advocate Solomzi Mbada accompanied by members
of the executive committee welcomed the Deputy
Minister of Defence, Mr Thabang Makwetla at Armscor
facilities in Techno Park on 17 October 2019.
The Deputy Minister together with the Director: Defence
Industry Governance, Mr Trevor Mketi visited Protechnik
Laboratories, ERGOTECH and Hazmat. The aim was to
understand the business operations and find ways on
how Armscor, can be assisted in delivering as expected.
The programme started with presentations about the
role of Armscor, core functions and financial overview
of the corporation.
The facilities were afforded an opportunity to present
their capabilities, give update on upcoming projects
and highlight their challenges. After discussions, a
tour of the facilities was arranged where the Deputy
Minister interacted with various experts on the ground.
This tour exposed him to equipment, and technologies
currently used as well as how they function.

In his remarks, the Deputy Minister expressed his
appreciation for the information sharing session.
“The time we have spent here proves to be valuable.
It was a very empowering session. Now I have a
good sense of what is housed under Armscor and
the competencies they have at these facilities are
amazing. This is an environment for people who have
been to school. I am inspired to see young people
being passionate about their work.” Furthermore, he
encouraged Armscor to expose learners at an early age
to these exclusive career opportunities.
These Research and Development facilities are
important in operational and scientific research for
Armscor and the Department of Defence. Protechnik
Laboratories serves as an applied chemistry or
biochemistry facility with a primary focus on chemical
and biological defence research and development.
ERGOTECH provides ergonomics research, design
and specification of human-machine interfaces in
line with the required occupational health and safety
standard. Hazmat on the other hand manufactures
respiratory equipment for military and commercial
applications.

The Acting CEO thanked the Deputy Minister for
availing himself. “The support you are giving us can
only inspire us to do more. We would appreciate
hosting you in some of our Research and Development
facilities in future.”

Ergotech Ms Ntombikayise Ndaki, Adv Ndodomzi Mvambo, Deputy Minister, Mr Thabang Makwetla,
Armscor CEO Adv. Solomzi Mbada, Prof. Noel Mkaza
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TRANSPORT MEC VISIT GEROTEK
BY: STEPHENS LEDWABA
Gauteng MEC for Public Transport and Roads
Infrastructure, Mr Jacob Mamabolo accompanied by
his management team visited Gerotek Test Facilities
on 21 October 2019 to seek solutions for making
Gauteng’s roads safer. The visit coincided with the
Transport Month. In South Africa October is dubbed
Transport Month, wherein the Department of Transport
and its entities showcase infrastructure services. It is
also an opportunity to promote road safety leading to
the festive season.
The MEC expressed his concern about high rate of road
fatalities. He indicated that extraordinary measures
are required to reduce road fatalities. Currently, it is
estimated that about 40 people are dying on Gauteng’s
roads daily. He indicated that a combined effort is
required to grow a generation of responsible drivers.
Having a vehicle with all safety features is not enough if
the attitude of a driver is not positive. It is the little things
on the road that makes a huge difference.
Gerotek, a division of Armscor, presented itself as part
of the solutions to reduce road fatalities in Gauteng
and beyond, with keen interest on training taxi drivers.
Gerotek offers advanced defensive and offensive driver
training. Training can be tailor-made to suit the needs of
different customers. It is also an ISO17025 international
accredited test facility providing repeatable, scientific
vehicle and product testing services.

Following the presentation, the MEC requested
Armscor to draft a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU), which will be signed at the Road Safety Seminar
scheduled to take place in November 2019 where
various stakeholders will share ideas on how road
carnages can be curbed. The MoU will make Gerotek
an implementing agency for Gauteng Department of
Roads And Transport. This will see Gerotek partnering
with other businesses that have required skills to provide
solutions on road safety and accredited driver training.
Vehicle, driver testing and innovation solutions will be
part of the deliverables.
Driver behaviour was identified as key towards reducing
road casualties. The idea is to prioritise taxi drivers by
providing them with the necessary training. Taxi drivers
carry many lives on a daily basis hence there were
identified as first point of contact. This training can later
be rolled out to other sectors.
To conclude the proceedings delegates were taken
on a mini tour of the facility to explore its capabilities.
Gautrain as part of stakeholders of the Gauteng
Department of Roads and Transport expressed interest
in the services offered at Gerotek. Gerotek is one of the
Research and Development facilities based in Pretoria
West.

Armscor management and MEC for Gauteng Department of Roads And Test Facilities during his visit at Gerotek
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MOTIVATIONAL
CORNER
DR VELA TO SERVE ON
SCIENTIFIC BOARD
BY: ZIPHOKAZI MCUBUSE
Armscor congratulates Dr Nomandla Vela on her
appointment to the Scientific Advisory Board (SAB). The
term of office for members of the Board is three years.
A Board member may serve for two consecutive terms,
nominations are open to various companies. The role
of the Board shall be to enable the Director-General, in
the performance of his functions, to render specialised
advice to the conference, Executive Council or States
Parties in areas of science and technology relevant to
the Convention.
The Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW), SAB assists the Convention with
relevant scientific and technological development.
Being part of the SAB with vast experience in research
and application of chemistry would assist the Convention
with the implementation of numerous technological
developments.
Dr Vela has been given the opportunity to enrich her
skills and expertise in the field of chemistry. The
knowledge and skills gained will not only enhance her
experience but will be shared amongst all scientists
within Africa, around the world and at Protechnik
Laboratories in particular.

Dr Nomandla Vela on her appointment to the SAB
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1

Wire and Tube 2020 – 03 April 2020, Dusseldorf, Germany.

2

International Aerospace & Defence (IADE), Djerba, Tunisia, 04 - 08 March 2020.

3

Smart Drive Launch, 25 March 2020, Gerotek.
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